
Science Essentials

Psychology

Economics

Greater focus
on well- being

More realism
in theories of 
behavior

Neuroscience
More sophisticated
measurement of 
brain activity

Main themes

Two system brain

Defend- Discover Axis

Mind- Body Loop

System 1
Deliberate System

Reasoning

Self control

Forward Thinking

Limitations

Depends on
Working memory

ineffective if 
we are tired, sleepy 

Single tasking

Small 
Sequential

Slow

System 2
Automatic System

Automatic

Fast

Takes shortcuts
Hence biases

Blindspots

Threats - Rewards

Sleep

Exercise

Mindfulness

Way you treat 
your body has 

impact in 
emotional and 

cognitive faculties

Switching attention

 Survival Circuit
 Flight or Fight

 Looking for threats

 Imprecise

 Offlines the
 Deliberate System

 Psychological
 Relaxation

 Looking for Treats

 Contemplative

 Keeps the
 Deliberate system
 Online



Priorities

Choosing Your Filter

Setting Great Goals

Reinforcing your Intentions

Selective attention
automatic system prioritizes

See and hear
that resonates with 
our conscious priorities

Set your intentions
Set your filters

Aim

Attitude

Attention

Assumptions

What matters most?
What does that your 

real priority be ?

What concerns are 
dominating your 

thoughts ?

What negative 
expectations do you 
have going into this ?

Where do you most 
want to direct your 

attention ?

Complement your goals
with behavioral goals

Articulate your goals

Create approach goals

Find a personal why

Break off bite- sized chunks

Make a "when- then" plan

Create a brain- friendly 
to- do list

What behaviors of 
yours will support your intentions 
for the day ?

What tangible actions can you 
plan to take ?

Mental contrasting

Priming

Mind's- eye rehearsal

Spend time on
the possible obstacles



Productivity

Single Tasking

Multi- tasking
Shift attention from one task
to another

Damages productivity

Batch your tasks in to
different types of work

Then
Identify uninterrupted blocks
of time

Then
Decide which batch of tasks
fit into each block of time

Remove distractions

Turn off alerts

Remove temptation

Store stray thoughts
in Parking Lot

Time yourself

Planning Downtime

Take Smart Breaks

Make decisions at Peaks

Schedule breathing room

Allow reflection time

Discovered

Achieved

Thankful for

Experienced

New brain connections
during the resting period

Overcoming Oveload

Get it out of your head

Most Important Thing

Smallest first Step

Comparitive Advantage

Positive NO

Setting Boundaries

Beating Procrastination

Amplify the downside of inaction

Tie the first step to something you like

Plan a short term reward

Picture the benefits

DATE



Thinking

Reaching Insight

Pose a question

Refresh and Reboot

Switch views

Find an analogy

Making Wise Decisions

Signs that
your automatic
system is in charge

Confirmation bias

Recency bias

Endowment effect

Loss aversion

Cross Check

Don't Default

Play Devil's advocate

Mandate dissent

Never say never

Conduct a pre- mortem

Boosting Brain Power

Start with positive framing

Draw issue tree

Harness social brain

Surround yourself with 
cues that you associate with good thinking



Relationships

Set Collaborative intentions

Ask Quality questions

Create a sense of in- group

Use reciprocal disclosure Building Rapport

Resolving Tensions

Find common ground

Spread positive contagion

Assume "good person, bad circumstance"

Notice- acknowledge- offer

Manage your own baggage

Raise difficult issues with skill

Bring the best 
Out of others

Extreme listening

Coach,don't tell

Give brain- friendly feedback

Be fair



Resilience

Keeping a cool head

Label it

Get some distance

Ask  a rewarding question

Master the unknown

Moving on

Reappraise the situation

Ditch your sunk costs

Find a way through 
when someone screws up

Staying String

Sleep

Exercise

Mindfulnness



Energy

Topping up the tank7 energy boosters

Random acts of kindness

Quick win

Make time for social
connection

Find personal purpose

Smile

Know thyself

End on a high note

Play to your strengths
Harness your personal interests 

for reinspiration

Apply your strengths more consciously

Identify


